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The Massacre
Society’s Slaughter of the Heart
Society is no one. No one’s responsible for it. It is a colossus. A ‘monster’ that no one
has invented, that no one can steer, but yet, if you let it go its own way, kills the Heart – even
if, strictly speaking, the Heart, that could be defined as the Whole, the One Force in the
Background That Creates Life, cannot be killed. Society, the whole of people’s endeavours,
takes one measure after the other to create a better life. And yet, viewed or rather felt from the
natural human perspective, something gets lost, slowly suffocated, when all these ‘good’
deeds are summed up. The result of society’s seemingly uncontrollable moving forwards is
that we can Breathe less and less. The Heart, the Centre of Breath, gets choked and becomes
increasingly ‘formed’. Society increasingly speeds up, it allows less and less Space for people
to just Be: people should do, according to society’s wishes and demands. Without allowing
Space of the Heart people lose contact with their Source, they seem to become a set of things
that should be done and should be considered.
Somewhere, no one wants the colossus to be as it is, to become more and more
inhuman. But we feel powerless against the huge size of the monster. Not joining feels like
being left behind, missing the boat. And it is true, if you function in the normal society, you
have a better chance of finding a partner, to name one of the most important advantages of
joining the club. With this partner you can try to create a private domain of feeling against the
insensitive bulldozer of society. Usually, however, the ‘intimate’ relationship is also part of
society – unless, exceptionally, Man’s Heart is powerful enough to stand up against the
demands of society that also wholly interfere with ‘private life’. Next to serious meditation,
the main way to avoid this being swallowed is to really enter the potential Depth of the
Relationship of Man and Woman – or, instead of being a way, it is rather a surrender into Life
Itself, into the One as Two. This shows one more and more what is of real value. And
simultaneously it is revealed that ‘society’, the seeming monster, is nothing, in fact. It doesn’t
exist – at least not as it seems to. It is a main face of a Force, the Deluding Force that
everyone ‘needs to’ See sooner or later, at least if one needs to Free oneself of the usual
slavery of Unconsciousness and needs to enter the Depth of Life Itself. In that Freedom of
being able to See beyond the Deluding Force, it is Seen that society Kills Life. It is Seenexperienced that you are Life Itself, and that in submitting to society you commit suicide.
The more sensitive you are the better you will feel the inner fight with society, its
inherent killing tendency. While it promises you safety and a sparkling life, it kills you in the
dark. No one can avoid this inner struggle, the struggle of the heart and the heartlessness. You
Are the Heart and society stands for the heartlessness. You must participate in it but if you do
there is no You any more. You seem to go for life and enter society, and the result is you get
killed, you become a form, a form that society can use for its purposes.
Freedom, however, is not found in standing outside the prison. It is about thoroughly
Seeing-Feeling un-freedom, suffocation. Life manifests in facing death. You rise by Seeing
society for what it is, what it does. In this you cannot avoid including the Body that plays a
crucial role here. Not officially, of course, but in practice: Society is against the Body, against
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Feeling, Feeling the truth directly. If people would all suddenly start to Feel, be aware of how
their Body really feels while functioning in society, the whole society would collapse. If you
keep feeling while working for society you become sick. Your Body is already sick, but you
become aware of it. Society is sick and you will Feel this in and as your own Body. This
sickness is the truth of ‘You and Society’. This is your relationship. If, in turn, you allow
society to heal your Body, you allow it still, after all, to kill You. Society ‘heals’ or tries to
heal you as a form that functions properly, not as You – the latter is impossible.
Society is, by its nature – and not as part of a plan ‘invented’ by the ruling class of
society – against Life, against Body, against Love, against Feeling, against Consciousness.
Without being Aware of this, You are done, dead. You get Killed if you don’t let yourself
function as a Counter-Force against the deadening Force – which, mind you, is not the same
as being against society. Consciousness is the main ‘weapon’ of the Heart to defend Itself,
and to manifest Itself in this world without being Killed into form. If you dare to Feel how
sick your Body becomes of ‘normal’ society, if you admit how very difficult it is to function
in it, you can stay Alive, in principle. (Consciously) Feeling sick is the best remedy against
becoming sick and dead. Consciousness is the best remedy against being swallowed by
Unconsciousness. The Fight continues. Society has to move on and, below the surface, people
get sicker and sicker. The health machine flowers but it looks – and not by accident – in the
wrong direction. It tries to ‘heal’ people in such a way that they can function in society again.
But the sickening society is the problem. Society itself is the ‘problem’ – society itself and not
a specific type or form of society that with a little reorganization here and there can be
improved. Society serves the form – supposed safety – it kills Life. Society cannot See. It is
blind. It supposes it supports life. But it is blind, it kills Life, it Kills the Heart. And it doesn’t
tolerate fundamental criticisms of itself. It only allows criticisms of how it should be
improved. It is not about improving, however. It is about denying the Heart, the Core and
Source of Life.
Have a good inner fight – between Love and deadness, between the Heart and society.
Perhaps the music on this cd can play a little part in opening your Eye – and Heart.
Azar Baksh
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